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POETRY
REQUEST TO LOVER
No hour passes but lIang for you.
When does my hand not ache to write your praises?
When does my wicked mind anguished not rue
our separation, my exile from your graces?
My heart is locked.without you, my heart is cold.
I follow the needled forest path to none
no man has words that I would hear. A bold
deed of a lover leaves me untouched. The sun
rises of a dawn unseen, the empty night
has the sa~e pallid taste as dull day
my memory of y<?u is all my light
as I sit here in ever darkened May.
Throw blossoms on a burning burning sea
once more once more my love my love, with mel
CAROL ELY HARPER
REVIEW OF SOME CURRENT POETRY
, New Poems I943: an Anthology of British and American Verse; edited by Oscar
Williams. New York: Howell, Soskin, Inc., 1943. $2~75'
American Decade, edited by Tom Boggs. Cummington, Massachusetts: The Cum-
mington Press, 1943. $3·50.
Cities of ·the Plain, by Alex Comfort. London: Grey Walls Press, 1943. 4/6.
Indications, by John Bayliss, James Kirkup, and John Ormond Thomas. London:
Grey Walls Press, 19'43. 4/6. •
The Virginia Poems, by Francis Coleman Rosenberger. New York: Gotham. Book-
mart Press, i943. $1~OO. . "
. Six Poems, by L.
o
B. Levy. Berkeley, California: Emily Chamberlain Cook 0 Prize'
Poems (of the University of California) for 1942-43. No price iqdicat~d.
Abigail's Sampler and Other Poems, by nelen Frith Stickney. New York: Fine
Editions Press, 1943. $1.25.
Let There Be Light, by Dorothy Hobson; New York: Bruce Fitzgerald, 1943. $1.50'
New Poems I943 is a collection of approximately 130 poems by forty English 0
and American poets. Most of the poems were originally published only recently
and many for the first time in this collection; but Oscar Williams has gone back
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